e-Flex Filer issues currently being worked on:
Correct in Defects
Production
Issue
5/23/2016 Add the "Forgot password" functionality on the main portal page.
5/23/2016 File date in filer notification needs to match file stamp date on the documents filed.
File Date on the Case History page should match the File Stamp on the document.
DocForm "Amended Complaint" does not work properly to add or edit charges.
Remove the "User ID" field on the criminal and juvenile party screens on filer side. When the filer enters a party number within this field, it
5/23/2016 causes errors in the court case management system.
Bank reconciliation - Attorney/Financial Administrator role can download charge tables.
Some counties are in a different time zone and we need to enhance the date/time stamping to recognize the difference.
When a judge rejects a proposed order from the Proposed Orders queue and they enter a note into the Note to Filer field, that note is not
being placed into the e-mail notification to the filer. Therefore, the filer does not know why their proposed order is being rejected. The
note field used to appear in the filer notification.
The signature page on multi-case filings is reflecting the wrong case caption.

Enhancements
Issue
Filers need the ability to Add Subject, Add Other Parties, and Add Witness' to cases.
When the attorney bar number does not exist in FullCourt, FullCourt needs to validate and return payment information for the filer.
Need the ability to stamp documents more than once.
Create a highlighted message when uploading documents, password protected or encrypted documents are not allowed.
Probate cases need a new "Amended Petition" DocForm that does not require a plaintiff.
"Resubmit" wording within the filer side of e-flex is misleading. When selecting the "Resubmit" button what is really happening is that the
submission is being "moved" to the "Draft Filings" list. If the "Resubmit" button is selected and the submission is not worked at that time,
then the button disappears and the filer must go to "Draft Filings" in order to locate the submission to make the changes. To try and
alleviate confusion, the "Resubmit" wording will be changed to "Correct Draft".
Language on notifications will be changed from "Rejected" to "Returned Unfiled".
Bank reconciliation - Attorney/Financial Administrator role will be able to export filing charges to excel.
Bank reconciliation - Break up fields sent to CitePay so CitePay can include the Filer Tracking ID.
Summons DocForm and the Document Generation needs to be expanded. A legal name shows but not the other names such as Apartment
Complex. Also the type of service does not show on the generated document. In addition some filers would like to have certain fields
defaulted such as the county if the case is in that county.
Field Length Consistency - the initial field length settings were a compromise between FullCourt and Appellate. Now we need to make fields
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consistent with the individual case management systems.

e-Flex Filer issues currently being worked on:
Filers need the case number and a reference number passed to CitePay so that CitePay can maintain this information.
Session Timeout - Increase the length of time before a session times out for the filer.
Bank reconciliation - Allow a filer with the Attorney/Financial Administrator role to run a charge report based on a user defined date range.
When there is a Judicial rejection, if the filer is not a party on the case and in the attorney drawer of FullCourt, they do not receive a
rejection notification from e-flex.
5/23/2016
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